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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0461667A1] The invention relates to a method and an apparatus for wrapping products (1) supported if appropriate on a pallet 10) or
the like in a tubular or hood-shaped stretchable film (2, 3), in particular product stacks in cuboid or right-parallelepipedal form comprising layers
of products multiply palleted one on top of the other, in which the film section forming the side face wrapping is folded in concertina fashion and
transversely stretched before drawing over the product and in which the film is at least temporarily pressed laterally against an abutment (12) during
drawing over the product before releasing its lower edge section in the region of the lower product edge section (1') and/or of the pallet, and the
lateral contact pressure is no longer applied when the film has come firmly into contact over the full height with the product or at least partially with
the pallet, the film being pressed or moved inwards in relation to its drawing-over contour above or/and below the pressure-applying region and/or in
the pressure-applying region before and/or during pressure application, or the drawing-over speed being reduced in the drawing-over end phase, or
the film having to be pressed against the lifting space and/or the products or the pallet before releasing its lower edge section in a way known per se
by a pressure-applying device in the lower region of the product or/and of the pallet, which device is to be disengaged again from the film when the
film has come into contact with the lower end section of the products, the concertina-folding device or its concertina-folding rollers being used as the
pressure-applying device. <IMAGE>
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